Brace effectiveness for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis was controversial until recent studies provided high quality of evidence that bracing can decrease likelihood of progression and need for operative treatment. Very low evidence exists regarding bracing over 40 ο and adult degenerative scoliosis. Initial in-brace correction and compliance seem to be the most important predictive factors for successful treatment outcome. However, the amount of correction and adherence to wearing hours have not been established yet. Moderate evidence suggests that thoracic and double curves, and curves over 30 ο at an early growth stage have more risk for failure. High and low body mass index scores are also associated with low successful rates. CAD/ CAM braces have shown better initial correction and are more comfortable than conventional plaster cast braces. For a curve at high risk of progression, rigid and day-time braces are significantly more effective than soft or night-time braces. No safe conclusion on effectiveness can be drawn while comparing symmetrical and asymmetrical brace designs. The addition of physiotherapeutic scoliosis-specific exercises in brace treatment can provide better outcomes and is recommended, when possible. Despite the growing evidence for brace effectiveness, there is still an imperative need for future high methodological quality studies to be conducted.
Introduction
According to Scoliosis Research Society (SRS), scoliosis is radiologically defined as a lateral spinal curve exceeding 10 degrees in a radiograph, with vertebra rotation. 1 Society on Scoliosis Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Treatment (SOSORT) defines scoliosis more detailed, as a complex three-dimensional deformity of the spine and trunk, which appears in apparently healthy children and can go into progression due to multiple factors, during any rapid period of growth or even later in life. 2 Approximately 80% of the scoliosis cases are adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), in which the cause still remains unknown. 2 Scoliosis treatment can be either conservative or surgical. Non-operative treatment consists of observation, physiotherapy and/or bracing. The current SRS guidelines report observation or physiotherapy for curves below 25 degrees, brace indication between 25 ο and 40 ο , at a growth stage Risser 0-3. 1 For scoliosis between 20 ο and 30 ο , the Lonstein formula can estimate progression risk and brace is indicated when surpasses 80%. 3 The aims of scoliosis conservative treatment are summarized below: 2
• Improve clinical appearance • Improve pain and quality of life • Avoid surgical treatment A wide variety of braces have been described, including Boston, Cheneau and its derivatives, Milwaukee, Wilmington, Osaka Medical College (OMC), soft braces (SpineCor/TriaC), night-time braces (Providence/Charleston), etc., but their treatment results are non-consistent. 4 BrAIST (Bracing in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis Trial) study was a "landmark" multi-center randomized control trial (RCT), 5 proving brace efficacy. The study stopped early for ethical reasons, as the preliminary results significantly favored brace treatment against observation. Zhang and Li (2019) in a metaanalysis, including only RCTs that compared brace with observation, concluded that bracing is an efficient and safe treatment for AIS, providing significantly better results than natural history. 6 However, to date, there is still no safe conclusion on brace type, dosage of treatment or predictive factors contributing to a successful result. The purpose of the present article is to highlight the existed evidence for brace treatment and to provide an updated review, including the most recently published studies.
Materials And Methods
We performed a literature review in electronic databases (Pubmed, EMBASE, CINHAL, Google Scholar and Scopus), to retrieve the most relevant research for scoliosis bracing. The keywords used for the search were "brace", "adolescent idiopathic scoliosis", "orthosis", "scoliosis", and "non-operative treatment". All relevant articles until August 2019, including all level of evidence, were analyzed to make a synthesis. Non-English language articles were excluded.
Level of Evidence was estimated according to the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery updated guidelines. 7 We divided our analysis into different categories:
• Evidence for scoliosis bracing • Predictive factors for successful treatment ( 
Results

Evidence For Scoliosis Bracing Evidence Until 2013
For many decades, brace effectiveness remained controversial. Lenssick et al (2005) in their systematic review included RCTs and controlled clinical trials for conservative treatment, but despite some promising results, the methodological quality was very low. 8 Weiss and Goodall (2008) compared non-operative and operative treatment options, including only prospective studies with a control group of natural history. 9 A prospective controlled study supported in-patient rehabilitation with Schroth exercises, two long-term studies supported bracing and no study existed for surgery. The authors recommended the composition of a future RCT and concluded that the evidence for conservative treatment was scarce. 9 In 2010, a first Cochrane review about the efficacy of bracing was published, including only RCTs and prospective cohorts comparing braces with either natural history or other braces, exercises and surgery. 10 Only two studies met the strict inclusion criteria. 11, 12 11 compared a rigid brace with SpineCor. Forty-three patients were recruited with an average Cobb angle 24.3 ο and 45month follow-up. Curve progression occurred in 4.7% in rigid brace group, while 31.8% in soft brace group. The authors also reported quality of life (QoL) outcomes, based on patient's satisfaction, showing that rigid brace caused problems with heat and elastic brace with toileting. Nachemson and Peterson (1995) 12 in a prospective multinational research included 240 girls with AIS and Cobb angle 20 ο to 35 ο , who were divided into 3 groups, first wore rigid orthosis, second received electrical stimulation and third just observation. Four years after treatment 74% of the rigid orthosis avoided progression >5 ο , while 34% for observation and 33% for electrical stimulation groups. However, the Cochrane review 10 found very low quality of evidence, due to methodological pitfalls and pinpointed the need for further research.
Another systematic review in 2011 13 evaluated whether brace treatment could lead to lower surgical rates, better quality of life or improved curve angle compared to observation. Eight studies were included for analysis, using GRADE criteria for research quality assessment. One study significantly favored brace treatment regarding surgical rate. For post-treatment quality of life, two studies reported better outcome for bracing and one for observation. For curve reduction, one study showed a non-statistically significant 15 estimated the Number Needed to Treat (NNT) in order to prevent surgery. NNT is an epidemiological measurement, presenting the average number of patients who should be treated to prevent a bad outcome. Bracing could halt curve progression over 6 ο but not to prevent surgery. The NNT was 9 patients to prevent an operation, but only 4 for highly compliant patients. Sanders et al (2014) 16 in a later study found that the NNT to avoid surgery was 3 for compliant patients.
Positive results for bracing provided by other studies, but convenient samples or retrospective designs were used; therefore, no good evidence can be derived by them. Rigo et al (2003) 17 in a retrospective study with 106 subjects used Cheneau brace with Schroth exercises and achieved 94.4% of success rate in terms of avoiding surgery. Negrini et al (2008) 18 combined brace with SEAS (Scientific Exercises Approach to Scoliosis) exercises getting a success rate of 95.5%, but mean Cobb angle was very low (23.4 ο ), so patients with low risk of progression were included. Zaborowska et al (2011) 19 reported contradictive results, as the success rate was only 48.1%, using Cheneau orthosis and physiotherapy with SRS criteria.
Two studies showed high effectiveness of Progressive Action Short Brace (PASB) in the treatment of single lumbar or thoracolumbar curves. 20, 21 In 2009, 50 patients wore the PASB brace and followed up 2 years post-weaning. As high as 94% of the patients improved, 6% remained stable and nobody progressed. Similarly, in 2012, 82.5% improved and 17.5% remained stable. 21 Coillard et al (2011) 22 found that SpineCor brace was superior to observation, but Cobb angle ranged 15 ο to 30 ο , so not at high risk of progression.
SRS Inclusion Criteria For Bracing
SRS Committee on Bracing and Nonoperative Management in 2005 published their optimal inclusion criteria for AIS brace research to standardize the methodology of future research in order to make comparisons more compatible. 23 The SRS criteria are described as:
• Age > 10 years at brace prescription • Growth stage, Risser 0-2 • Cobb angle 25 ο -40 ο Furthermore, assessment of effectiveness should include:
• Percentage of curve progression or improvement, defined with a cut-off point of 5 ο • Percentage of patients exceeding 45 ο , which is defined as the surgical threshold • Minimum 2 years follow-up after skeletal maturity to clarify the percentage required operation • Reporting of compliance SRS and SOSORT in 2015, after a Consensus Delphi process, agreed to report patient-centered outcomes as primary measurements (esthetics, disability, pain, quality of life) and radiological parameters as secondary. 1 They also emphasized the role of adherence to treatment for conservative treatment and decided to exclude menarcherelated criteria for research, due to poor reliability in residual growth prediction.
Recent Evidence Using SRS Research Criteria For Bracing, After 2013
BrAIST study 5 used the SRS inclusion criteria but finally separated into a randomized and a preference cohort (patients chose treatment), because of rejection to randomization of approximately 60% of the participants. Moreover, inclusion criteria were broadened by accepting subjects over 20 ο . A total of 242 patients divided into 2 groups, bracing and observation. Treatment failure was determined as curve progression to 50 ο or more. The trial stopped early for ethical reasons, as the results were significantly better for bracing. The success rate was 72% for the brace group and 48% for the observation group. A positive correlation of brace wear time and treatment success was reported.
Following the BrAIST study, many authors used SRS research criteria to validate brace effectiveness and some combined brace and PSSE. A first attempt for a complete conservative approach, with brace and exercises, was made in 2009 and reported only 4% of progression. 24 All curve patterns improved, except from double major. De Giorgi et al (2013) 25 treated AIS patients with Cheneau brace and exercises, having 100% success rate in avoiding surgery. Both studies used SRS criteria, but had retrospective analysis, so possible selection bias can influence their results and decrease the quality of evidence. Negrini et al (2014) 26 in a prospective study demonstrated the effectiveness of bracing along with PSSE, as only 9.6% experienced a curve progression, 52.3% improved and 30.8% remained unchanged. The intent-totreat analysis (considering dropouts as failures) raised the percentage of progression to 15%, but significantly better compared to BrAIST study (28%). 5 Maruyama et al (2015) 27 retrospectively evaluated the effectiveness of Rigo-Cheneau type brace in 33 scoliotic patients. As high as 76% avoided progression, while just 12% passed 45 ο at the end of follow-up and 3% had spinal fusion. Hump degrees and in-brace correction (IBC) were crucial factors for success or failure. The sample was small, but all curve types were included.
Kuroki et al (2015) 28 performed a retrospective cohort to investigate the efficacy of Osaka Medical College (OMC) brace. Success rate was 67.7% regarding progression, but significantly higher (88.2%) for subjects with better adherence to treatment. Weiss et al (2015) 29 found 66% IBC in 21 patients, with Cheneau-Gensingen brace produced by computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM), but no data on curve progression among participants were provided.
Aulisa et al (2015) 30 evaluated the effectiveness of Lyon brace in 102 patients with single thoracic scoliosis. Two years post-weaning, 85.5% of the curves improved, 13% remained stable and only 1.5% progressed (98.5% success rate). Sixteen percent drop-out rate, retrospective selection, no worst-case scenario analysis (authors reported that 5% of the dropouts had progression at abandonment) and exclusion of double curves were some of the study limitations.
The aforementioned studies added some evidence (Level II or III), but their results should be interpreted by caution because of methodological pitfalls (lack of control group, retrospective design, inappropriate inclusion criteria, selection bias). The higher success rates compared to the BrAIST study 5 can be partly explained by the development of brace manufacturing and the combination with PSSE.
Bracing For Curves Above 40 ο
According to SRS, surgery is indicated for curves over 40 ο . 1 Natural history studies have shown greater potential for progression in adulthood for curves exceeding 50 ο . 31 The measurement error on X-rays (3 ο -7 ο ), defining progression or surgical indication, should also be taken into account before decision-making for operative or nonoperative treatment. 2 The absence of strong scientific evidence for operative versus non-operative treatment and a considerable percentage of patients rejecting surgery created an interest to examine brace effectiveness for curves exceeding 40 ο . 32 Lusini et al (2014) 33 in a prospective controlled study investigated the efficacy of brace treatment for curves above 45 ο . The intent-to-treat analysis revealed 20.5% failures for Brace group ( 36 found bracing less effective for curves 40 ο -50 ο (35% success rate) in a retrospective cohort of 54 patients, but recommended brace as an alternative option for those refusing surgical intervention. Two years later, they measured an increased success rate of 51.1% (Cobb 40 ο -45 ο , 37.8% improved, 13.3% stabilized, 48.9% progressed). 37 To summarize, low evidence (Level of Evidence III) supports brace effectiveness for curves above 40 ο , so it could serve as a treatment option when surgery is refused. The variable success rate is attributed to different brace types and use of PSSE in some studies. More prospective studies, including patients at peak of growth, are needed to confirm brace effectiveness in surgical ranges.
Predictive Factors For Successful Bracing Initial In-Brace Correction
In-brace correction (IBC) is defined as the percentage of Cobb angle reduction during an X-ray with the brace fitted on the patient (Figure 1 ). Katz and Durani (2001) 38 found that a minimum 25% of the IBC is required for double curves to have successful treatment. Castro et al (2003) 39 concluded that bracing should not be recommended for IBC less than 20%. Landauer et al (2003) 40 reported that IBC over than 40% and good compliance significantly influence the treatment outcome. Weiss and Rigo (2011) 41 got into the same conclusion, but they did not mention the threshold for success. Goodbody et al (2016) 42 concluded that brace failure was increased when IBC was less than 45%, while Xu et al (2017) 43 found a significantly less IBC needed for successful brace treatment (16.3%) and defined at least 10% IBC as the optimal cut-off point. Some authors that reported success rates above 90% had achieved significantly larger IBC. Weiss et al (2013) 29 measured 66% of the IBC and De Mauroy et al (2014) 44 achieved an average IBC of 70% (64% for thoracic and 76% for lumbar curves). According to a recent systematic review by Van de Bogaart el (2019), 45 IBC is the strongest predictor for a successful brace treatment, but El Hawary et al (2019) found lower evidence. 46 The difference occurs due to the different methodological criteria to quantify the level of evidence. However, both found no consensus on the cut-off percentage which increases the risk for failure. Further research is necessary to establish a minimum in-brace correction rate to be considered as good brace correctability.
Compliance
Compliance is described as the percentage of brace wearing time according to doctor's prescription. BrAISTstudy (Level I) proved that there is a dose-effect response of bracing, which increases with longer wearing times. 5 The average brace wearing time for the successful treatment group in BrAIST study was 12.9 hrs/day, but this should not be considered as the general threshold for being compliant. 5 Rowe et al (1997) 47 measured proportion of success 0.93 for bracing 23 hrs/day, which was significantly higher than for 8 or 16 hrs (0.6 and 0.62, respectively). Katz and Durani (2001) 39 found that wearing an orthosis more than 18 hrs/day can significantly decrease the likelihood of progression. Landauer et al (2003) 40 concluded that bad compliance was correlated with curve progression. Rahman et al (2005) , 48 considering high compliant patients those who wore the brace more than 90% of the prescribed hours, found 5 times less progression rate (11%) for compliant compared to non-compliant (56%).
Brox et al (2012) 49 in a large prospective cohort of 459 AIS patients predefined compliance as brace wear more than 20 hrs/ day and concluded that risk for progression was significantly less for the compliant group, 19.5% compared to 55.7% for the non-compliant group. Aulisa et al (2014) 50 included 645 juvenile and AIS patients and measured that completely compliant patients (brace worn as prescribed) had better outcomes than incompletely compliant. Interestingly, the authors concluded that bracing discontinuation less than 1 month per year had no influence on the treatment outcome. 51 had a success rate of 67.7%, statistically higher for those wearing the brace more than 15 hrs/ day. 52, 53 found that more brace wearing time led to less progression rates. The authors proposed that children at Risser 0, with greater risk for progression, should wear the brace at least 18 hrs/day. 53 Lou et al (2016) 54 created a predictive model for brace success, identifying quantity of bracing as an important prognostic factor. Thompson et al (2017) 55 found 30% progression rate above 50 ο in compliant patients, but they used 13 hrs as the threshold wearing time for compliance, which was definitely low for curves at high risk of progression. According to the existed literature, there is moderate to strong evidence (Level I or II) that limited brace wearing time is related to increased risk of treatment failure. 45, 46 Monitoring Compliance And Team Management SRS recognizes compliance as an important parameter for final outcome and recommends for brace studies to always report adherence to treatment. Monitoring devices can give more accurate data than self-reported or family reported compliance and should be implemented in orthotic management research. 54 But, so far, only four studies used a sensor device to measure compliance. 5, 48, 52, 54 SOSORT guidelines (2016) recommend the built of a multi-professional team, consisted of Orthopedic Surgeon, Orthotist and Physiotherapist, to enhance treatment adherence and improve outcomes. 2 Tavernaro et al (2012) 56 compared two groups, one with a full team approach and another with insufficient collaboration between professionals. The lack of team management increased by five times the potential of non-compliance. The results confirmed by Donzelli et al (2015) 57 who found significantly higher brace compliance rates than the published literature and pinpointed the necessity of interprofessional approach to improve compliance. In both studies, the team management also led to better quality of life (QoL) scores. Chan et al (2014) 58 also showed that higher brace wear compliance was positively related with better QoL. 
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Brace Tightness
The term "quality of bracing" was firstly introduced by Lou et al (2004) 59 to describe the tightness of brace during wearing hours. They assessed the forces exerted by the brace by tightening the straps and found a positive correlation between tightness and treatment outcomes. Similar correlations were found in 2006. 60 Ten years later, they proposed a prognostic model of brace treatment outcome, based on Cobb angle, risk for progression, in-brace correction and brace quantity (hours/day) and quality (tightness of the brace), which provided reliable scientific evidence to be used in clinical practice. 54 However, there was no specific recommendation on how to tighten the brace, and this exclusively relies on orthotist's experience.
Curve Magnitude
Emans et al (1986), 61 using a Boston brace, stated that higher initial curve magnitude increased the potential for surgery. Katz and Durani (2001) 38 found that double curves, with initial thoracic curve above 35 ο are more likely to be progressed. Sun et al (2010) 62 observed that initial Cobb angle over 30 ο was an independent risk factor for progression. Ovadia et al (2012) 63 concluded that low baseline Cobb angle values are associated with less progression rate, but they did not find a statistically significant correlation. Karol 51 found insignificantly lower success rate in Cobb angles between 20 ο and 30 ο , compared to above 30 ο , so they concluded that there is no association of curve magnitude and treatment success. Same conclusion was made by Xu et al (2017) 64 and Sun et al (2017), 65 who did not recognize initial curve magnitude as predictive factor.
Van de Bogaart et al (2019) 45 in a systematic review found moderate scientific evidence that initial Cobb angle is not related with treatment failure and limited evidence about treatment success. This conclusion was made for scoliosis curves within the brace indication range according to SRS (25 ο to 45 ο ). On the other hand, El Hawary et al (2019) recognized initial Cobb angle >30 ο as one of the three main risk factors for brace failure. 46 Although we know that scoliosis progression in natural history depends mainly on Cobb angle and growth stage, 3 it is unclear whether brace treatment success is dependent on curve magnitude. As already discussed in the previous section, there is also low evidence (Level III) for brace effectiveness even for curves over 40 ο . Some studies assumed that curve magnitude could be a prognostic factor, but the advanced materials and technology in brace fabrication during the last decade have not supported this assumption, so the evidence remains debatable. 45 
Curve Type
Some authors have found that main thoracic and double curves are more prone to progression and this can be attributed to the reduced flexibility of thoracic spine and less potential for correction. 45 Emans et al (1986) 61 found that major curves with apical level below T8 and above L2 demonstrated better control and IBC. Katz and Durani (2001) 38 found increased likelihood of progression in double curves, especially when thoracic curve was initially more than 35 ο . Analogous results were reported by Sun et al (2010) 62 and Thompson et al (2017) , 55 finding that main thoracic curves and above 30 ο pre-brace led to high risk of worsening. In contrast, , 51 Sun et al (2017) 65 and Xu et al (2017) 64 did not identify curve type as a significant prognostic factor. A very recent systematic review concluded that curve type has moderate evidence as a determinant of predicting brace treatment success. 45 
Growth Stage
An old study by Hanks et al (1988) 66 identified Risser sign and onset of menarche as significant prognostic factors for brace success, and they recommended no bracing for patients being post-menarche or Risser 1 and greater, but this is in conflict with the SRS bracing guidelines. Sun et al (2010) 62 found lower Risser grade and pre-menarche status to be significant risk variables, but in a later study, they did not get statistical significance. 65 Ovadia et al (2012) 63 revealed that high Risser score was correlated with treatment success. Low Risser sign was also a significant predictor in two other studies. 50, 64 Karol et al (2016) 53 associated Risser 0 and open triradiate cartilage (OTC) with higher risk of failure. Patients with OTC (Risser 0 − ) and Cobb angle >30 ο had 63% risk of progression compared to 32.4% for those with closed (Risser 0 + ). However, four studies of moderate quality (Level of Evidence III) did not recognize growth stage as a prognostic factor for treatment success. 38, 51, 64, 67 Dolan et al (2014) using BrAIST data found that Sanders scale was more predictive for brace failure than Risser stage and combined with Cobb angle and treatment gave the best-fitting prediction model. 68 Van de Bogaart et al (2019) 45 concluded that there is conflicting evidence regarding growth stage and menarche status as predictors for successful brace treatment. El Hawary et al (2019) in their review recognized low level of skeletal maturity as a consistent risk factor for progression. 46 (Level II) .
CAD/CAM And FEM Technology
For many decades, the traditional approach for brace manufacturing was the plaster-cast approach to take the measures from the patient and produce a hand-made brace. A technological revolution occurred in the first years of the 21st century and more technicians changed to computer-assisted technology, by taking the measures with a laser scanner and using CAD/CAM programs. Initially, the purpose was to achieve at least similar correction with the conventional plaster-cast method, and this was proven by a few early studies that evaluated CAD/CAM corrections. [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] Many later studies demonstrated significantly better IBC with CAD/CAM compared to traditional approach, adding consistent scientific evidence (Level of Evidence II). 29, 44, 72 Furthermore, CAD/CAM braces could save time, 69 be lighter and more comfortable for the patients, which could have a positive impact on compliance 70, 74 and could substitute plaster-cast braces. 73 Nowadays, it is clear that CAD/CAM braces are superior to traditional plaster-cast braces, but a CAD/CAM brace cannot "a priori" guarantee a successful treatment result, as many other parameters play important role. 40 Weiss and Kleban (2015) 75 compared CAD/CAM bracing based on curve classification (CBA) with CAD/CAM based on Finite Element Modelling (FEM) approach. CBA presented to have 66% IBC and FEM 42%, but no statistical significance was obtained. Cobetto et al (2016 and 76, 77 in two RCTs demonstrated that a combination of CAD/CAM and FEM can further improve IBC and 3D correction by the brace. The FEM group showed 47% and 48% IBC for thoracic and lumbar curves, respectively, compared to 25% and 26% of control CAD/CAM braces and axial rotation correction 46% compared to 30% by control braces. Furthermore, the FEM braces were 50% thinner and had 20% less covering surface, being more comfortable for the patients. 76, 77 Body Mass Index (BMI) BMI is defined as a value derived from body mass divided by the square of body height. 78 It is used to determine if an adolescent is under-weight (<5th percentile of sex and age-specific BMI), normal weight (5th to 85th percentile) or over-weight (>84th percentile). O'Neill et al (2005) 79 found that over-weight AIS patients had 3.1 times more possibilities to fail in brace treatment than those not overweighted. Progression over 45 ο happened in 45% of overweight and 28% of normal. Gilbert et al (2015) 80 reported that patients with high BMI more frequently have a first diagnosis with larger Cobb angles, potentially due to difficulties in scoliosis detection in obese patients, but not more likely for surgical intervention. Goodbody et al (2016) 41 concluded that both high and low BMI patients have greater risk for brace failure. High BMI patients failed because they appeared to have significantly lower IBC and less compliance, but a subsequent analysis, taking into consideration compliance and IBC, disappeared the significance. However, for the low BMI group, the poor outcome remained significant. Sun et al (2017) 64 confirmed that low BMI could be a prognostic variable for brace failure in AIS patients. As high as 43.1% of the failure group were under-weight and 17.6% of the success group, so BMI was significantly correlated with bracing failure. The retrospective studies by Vachon et al (2007) 81 and Zaina et al (2017) 82 reported similar brace results for overweight and normal-weight patients. Van de Bogaart et al (2019), 44 analyzing the published literature, found limited evidence that low BMI is associated with brace failure and conflicting evidence regarding high BMI. Further research is required to highlight the role of BMI in the prediction of brace success.
Other Prognostic Factors
Many other parameters have been studied to find out their association with brace success or failure, but there is no conclusive evidence to date. Upadhyay et al (1995) 83 were the first who showed that reduction of vertebra rotation inbrace, was an indicator of successful outcome. Ovadia et al (2012) 62 reported that low Angle Trunk Rotation (ATR), measured by scoliometer during Adam's test, was associated with increased potential for successful treatment. Yamane et al (2016) 84 found that insufficient in-brace correction of rotation increased the likelihood of progression. It seems that vertebra and trunk rotation are factors that can influence the final result, but the quality of evidence is still very low. Katz and Durani (2001) 37 identified that lumbar pelvic relationship (LPR) greater than 12 ο was a significant factor of brace failure. Xu et al (2011) 85 recognized two genes (ERα and TPH-1) as potential predictors of brace outcome. 
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Mao et al (2016) 86 defined initial Cobb angle reduction velocity (ARV) as the value occurred after dividing the Cobb angle reduction divided by the time interval between first and second measurement (3 or 6 months for the study). They found that ARV was better predictor than IBC. Although these publications have shown some correlation between those parameters and brace treatment result, the evidence is very scarce to be considered as important factors. Osteopenia was also found in some papers to be correlated with increased risk of failure (Level of Evidence II). 45 Other studies found that menarche, growth velocity, Cobb ratio, vertebral tilt angle, rib vertebra angle, coronal decompensation, apical vertebral translation, relative apical distance, lateral trunk shift and curve flexibility were not associated with brace failure. 45 Retroverted orientation of the vertebrae was associated with brace failure, while major curve apex, correction at 6 months follow-up and angle of thoracic rotation were associated with successful brace treatment, but with poor scientific evidence. 45 
Comparing Brace Types
Rigid Versus Soft Braces Weiss and Weiss (2005) 87 found that Cheneau thoracolumbo-sacral orthosis (TLSO) provided significantly less progression rate (20%), compared to SpineCor brace (92%), even though the average Cobb angle at baseline was 33.7 ο for the Cheneau group and 21.3 ο for the SpineCor group. Some of the progressed patients from SpineCor group changed to Cheneau brace and 70% of them stopped further progression. 88 reported 32% failure rate of SpineCor, while 5% for rigid brace, but similar patient's acceptance for wearing the brace. Gammon et al (2010) 89 included only patients fulfilling the SRS research criteria and compared a rigid TLSO with SpineCor brace, with both groups having the same baseline characteristics. The success rate in terms of 5 ο progression was 60% for TLSO and 53% for SpineCor, while 80% and 72% accordingly regarding passing 45 ο . Although the results slightly favored the TLSO group, no statistical significance was obtained.
Guo et al (2014) 90 in a prospective randomized controlled study, using SRS criteria, compared a rigid TLSO with the SpineCor brace. Curve progression occurred in 5.6% of rigid group and 35% of SpineCor. When SpineCor brace changed to TLSO, 71.4% avoided progression. Gutman et al (2016) 91 also used SRS criteria in a retrospective analysis and found 76% progression rate for SpineCor, compared to 55% for Boston brace. Misterska et al (2019) 92 in a cross-sectional study concluded that the rigid brace group reported better QoL outcomes than SpineCor group. From the published literature, there is clear evidence that rigid brace is more effective than elastic, especially for patients at high risk of progression during growth spurt (Figure 2 ). Katz et al (1997) 93 showed that Boston brace was more effective than Charleston brace in avoiding progression. Their findings were most notable for curves initially between 36 ο and 45 ο , as 83% of Charleston and 43% of Boston groups progressed. According to the authors, Charleston could be 95 evaluated the effectiveness of Providence night-time brace and TLSO, using SRS criteria. Totally 85% of TLSO and 69% of Providence groups progressed more than 5 ο , while 79% of TLSO and 60% of Providence required surgery. The authors concluded that Providence was more effective for curves below 35 ο , but the overall high failure rate, compared to other studies, could raise doubts about the quality of brace designs in this study. Simony et al (2019) in a retrospective cohort, including patients wearing Providence brace, with initial IBC >60%, less than 12 months post-menarche (no Risser sign referred), found a success rate of 89%. 96 They recommended that at least 70% IBC is required for successful treatment. This was the first study to provide some very low evidence (Level of Evidence III) for the use of nighttime braces in curves above 35 ο during growth.
Day-Time Versus Night-Time Brace
Symmetric Versus Asymmetric Brace
Von Deimling et al (1995) 97 found significantly better results for Cheneau brace in reduction of spinal decompensation compared to Milwaukee brace. Minsk et al (2017) 98 retrospectively analyzed the effectiveness of Rigo-Cheneau brace (RCB) and Boston TLSO. No patient from RCB and 34% of Boston groups progressed beyond surgical threshold. As high as 31% of RCB and 13% of Boston improved more than 6 ο . The results revealed that RCB was more effective, but the poor methodological design and the small sample of RCB (13 individuals) cannot generalize the results. Sy et al (2016) 99 in a minireview compared the published results of in-brace correction and claimed that asymmetric braces can lead to greater corrections in single curve patterns. However, to date, there is no clear evidence whether asymmetric brace is more effective than symmetric brace. (Figure 3 ).
Same Brace Concepts
Some authors compared similar brace designs, having recent advancements, with old styles. Montgomery and Wilner (1989) 100 found that Boston brace was superior in comparison with Milwaukee brace, regardless of initial scoliosis angle and growth stage. Negrini and Marchini (2007) 101 showed that the new SPoRT (Symmetrical, Patient-Oriented, Rigid, Three-dimensional, active) concept proved to more efficient than the traditional threepoint system obtained by Lyon brace. Zaina et al (2015) 102 in a multi-center study compared 2 super-rigid braces, Sforzesco (SPoRT concept) and ART (Asymmetrical, Rigid, Torsion) brace. They are made by the same material and the main difference is that ART brace had more asymmetric envelope but cannot be considered as importantly asymmetric brace. Both braces were successful in short term, although the ART brace had slightly better inbrace correction, but not statistically and clinically significant. De Mauroy et al (2015) 103 found significantly better in-brace correction for the "new" Lyon brace (ART brace) compared to old Lyon and proposed the complete replacement of old Lyon and plaster cast, by the ART brace.
Brace Weaning Phase
SOSORT guidelines proposed that brace weaning phase should initiate at Risser 4. 2 At brace weaning, some loss of correction is expected in 30% to 43% of patients, mostly in the first 6 months. 90, 104, 105 A few researchers tried to determine a proper process of brace weaning to avoid this progression. Steen et al (2015) 106 identified that an unplanned early weaning led to greater progression rates and recommended regular monitoring every 4-6 months 109 concluded that Risser sign is an inadequate indicator for brace weaning and recommended Sanders stage 8 and radius grade 10/ulna grade 9, as the most proper timepoint for weaning. Zaina et al (2009) 110 found that scoliosis-specific exercises (PSSE) can markedly reduce the loss of correction at brace weaning, so the implementation of PSSE at that stage could potentially stabilize curve progression.
Brace And PSSE
PSSE are curve pattern-specific exercises, based on 3D autocorrection, self-elongation and activities of daily living training 2 (Figure 4) . Many studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of a complete non-operative scoliosis treatment with brace and PSSE. In all but one study until 2014, the surgical rate was below 10% (0%-9.6%). Only Zaborowska et al (2011) 18 found 51.8% progression above 50 ο , but it is unclear whether the exercises were scoliosis-specific and the quality of bracing questionable. Rivett et al (2014) 111 reported that high compliant patients with Rigo-Cheneau brace and PSSE resulted in significant improvement of 10.2 ο , while non-compliant worsened by 5.5 ο .
Schreiber et al (2015, 2016) 112, 113 in an RCT added Schroth exercises to the standard of care (either brace or 
Adult Bracing
In general, SRS does not recommend bracing for adult patients with scoliosis. However, many patients reject surgical intervention and the role of non-operative treatment need to be studied. De Mauroy et al (2016) 116 attempted to classify adult scoliosis and create a rationale for brace treatment, proposing that patients with degenerative scoliosis with rotatory dislocation and disc instability could potentially become good candidates for a short brace. They evaluated their first result, reporting 80% stabilization or improvement for adult patients, who followed brace treatment and scoliosis-specific exercises, at a follow-up of 8 years. 117 Palazzo et al (2017) 118 at 5 years follow-up found that bracing can slow down the progression rate that was observed in their participants 10 years pre-brace. Zaina et al (2018) 119 used Peak scoliosis brace, for 2 hrs per day, to manage pain with satisfied short-term results. There is an increasing interest in adult bracing, but there is still no good evidence to support its effectiveness (Level of Evidence IV).
Discussion
Analyzing the results, it seems that there is strong evidence to support the use of brace for AIS treatment. Brace is superior than natural history and according to SRS, it should be used for curves between 25 ο and 40 ο -45 ο , with a residual growth. However, there is lack of high-quality, randomized/prospective control studies, and further research with adequate inclusion criteria and methodological design are of paramount importance. SRS established the brace research criteria to standardize research quality, by including only patients at high risk of progression for analysis. Some studies provided low evidence that brace could be an alternative treatment option for patients above 40 ο that refused surgery, while no actual evidence exists for adult bracing, although some authors reported short-term improvement in pain and curve stabilization. The role of PSSE in combination with bracing still needs to be studied, but there is good evidence so far that the treatment result can be enhanced. PSSE could also aid in correction loss at brace weaning, so future studies combining brace and PSSE are highly recommended. Some of PSSE disadvantages are the limited access to therapists, compliance with home-program, time-consuming and lack of coverage by insurances.
Although brace is efficient in the general population, there is still a remarkable percentage of patients that will not be benefited from bracing, for many reasons. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated statistically significant better treatment results and quality of life for bracing compared to observation. 6 The authors also mentioned some adverse events of bracing (pain, skin irritation, kidney disorders and psychosocial issues, etc.) that should be better analyzed in future studies. A serious attempt has been made to identify predictive factors that are related to treatment success. There is strong evidence for the in-brace correction (IBC) and moderate evidence for compliance. The role of team management is crucial to increase adherence to treatment. Good evidence suggests that CAD/CAM braces provide better IBC than traditional plaster braces.
Moderate evidence exists that double scoliosis, major thoracic curves and Cobb angle above 35 ο have greater potential for progression. Limited evidence relates low and high BMI with an increased risk of brace failure. Thus, there is an imperative need for early detection of scoliosis. Scoliosis Research Society (SRS), American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS), Pediatric Society of North America (POSNA) and American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) in their position statement recommended efficient screening programs by well-trained personnel and when diagnosed recent high-quality studies demonstrated the conservative treatment with bracing and PSSE can prevent progression to the surgical threshold. 120 Finally, there is clear evidence that for curves at high risk of progression, rigid and day-time braces are superior than soft and nighttime braces. No conclusion can be drawn regarding symmetric and asymmetric brace superiority.
Our study had some limitations and results therefore should be interpreted with caution. In our analysis, we included all the relevant articles despite their methodological DovePress quality and the majority was subject to various biases. Many studies established progression above 5 ο as treatment failure, while others used the reach of surgical threshold (40 ο −50 ο ). Brace design was not always clearly described. However, we attempted to mention the Level of Evidence for every predicting factor, in order to provide a balanced synthesis.
Conclusion
To conclude, there is strong evidence for bracing as AIS treatment. The most important predicting factors for treatment success are in-brace correction and compliance, followed by curve magnitude and early growth stage. For curves at high risk of progression, rigid and day-time braces are recommended. PSSE can further improve the treatment result, so they are recommended as supplementary to bracing. Finally, despite the existed evidence, there is a need for future research with prospective and randomized controlled trials, using SRS inclusion criteria for bracing. 
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